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Foreword,
Debate over the Social Security vantages or disadvantages of any of
Amendments of 1967 raised anew many these proposals . Neither is it intended to
basic problems in the nature of the pro- suggest that the present system necesgrams and the financing principles in. - sarily should be 'substantially ' revised,
volved . This debate seems more likely to 'Maintaining the existing system is one
grow, rather than subside, as the level of " "Course of "action" and one alternative
that is specifically examined . The very
social insurance taxes increases,
uncertainties and difficulties of new proThe economic effects of social insurposals, such as general revenue financing
:ante taxes were analyzed in a previous
of a portion of Old Age, Survivors, and _
'Tax Foundation publication, Econnmic
Disability Insurance, are a strong argu;Aspects of the Social Security Tax, That ment against change in the existing sys
study examined differential effects of tem, which has been developed throug
h
:payroll taxes on various industries, pos- years of
debate "and experience.
sible effects on employment of unskilled . .:.
George A . Bishop, Director, Federal
`labor, discrimination among various
,..sategories of people, and effects 1 on a g-,- ;_Affair s Research, had prim ary response'
blity for drafting this study ,
gregate levels of employment,
The purpose of the present project is
The Tax Foundation is a private, non
to review the principles that have guided profit organization founded 'in 1937 t o
social security financing in the past, and engage in non-partisan research an d
to analyze selected alternatives or re- . public education on the fiscal and manvisions, that are being proposed or de- agement aspects of government. It serves
bated, (This study went to press before as a national information agency for incompleted action on the 1967 'dividuals and organizations concerne d
,Social Security Amendments .) The study with government-fiscal problems.
does not make recommendations or draw
TA; F.ommATiorr, INC.
conclusions ;on.; the net . °alance of ad' 'November : 1987 .
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Introduction , and ' SU-Mmary
In 1966 a group of Senators introduced
a bill providing fora 50 percent increase
In old age retirement benefits, and fiberalization of other social insurance bene'fits.' This -increase would be financed
part by higher payroll taxes coming
mainly
y from a rise in the maximum tax_ able wage to $15,000. The bill also in .
eluded a proposal for the use of general
revenues to meet a portion of the costs.
oEventually over one-third of social se
icurity trust fund outlays would be borne,- -,
by.;sources other than payroll taxes,

January 1, 1968, and tax rates in future
years would be. changed as, shown in
Table 1.
The pressure to liberalize social secu
rity benefits is likely to continue, brin g
mg with it a continued increase in socia l
;security taxes. This 'prospect raises im portant questions which the presen t
study tries to answer at least in part .
:Among these questions are -the followIng:
'
(1) Is the tax burden of 'benefits to the .
_aged likely. to become unduly heavy.?'

This bill was an indication of current
, :(2) More specifically, is the burden of
,pressures at work to modify social secu
n
rity. It went much further than the Ad- taking care of the aged likely to strai
the limits of the payroll tax? In othe r
ministration's proposals introduced in
words, has the payroll-tax about reache d
January 1967, and these, provided for
the upper limit to ''which it :'can be
substantial amendments 'to the Social
P
-Security Act, The Adn.dnistration s pro- ,pushed
posals were modified and scaled down (3) Have we substantially abandoned
in the bill reported by the House Ways : the contributory principle in favor of a
and Means Committee on August 7,1967 "social adequacy, " concept in OASDI?
(H. R. 12080) . This bill provided for a programs? '
:12% percent increase in benefits, an in .
4) What are the alternatives in at crease in the amount an individual may
tempting to resolve the conflicts between
.: .earn and still get full retirement benefits,
~'social adequacy" and the strains of in and various other modifications of bonecreasing payroll taxation?
fits, To finance these increased benefits,
the taxable earnings base would be inThese are the major questions exam creased from $6,600 to $7,600 effective ined here. Other questions touched on
1 . Con resslonat Record, Senate Vol. 112, No. 122, 89th Cons ., 2d sass,, July 28, 1966, p , 16605.16612 .. Th e
bill (S . 3661) was Introduced by Senator Robert Kennedy and sponsored by eight other senators .
2, OASI refers to the Old Age and Survivors Insurance program which dates from 1933 (and the 1939 amend ments which included survivors insurance), OASDI includes in addition'the Disability Insurance progra m
which was adopted by the 1936 amendments to the social Security Act .
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a . Old Age Survivors, Disability, and Hospital Insurance .
b . Set out in H. R. 5710.
c. Includes portion of rate for hospital insurance - (in which no change in the existing schedule was proposed by the Administration in 1967) . The hospital portion is
scheduled to rise from 1.0 percent in 1967-72 to 1 .1 percent in 1973.
d. A further increase is scheduled to 113 percent in 1987 .
e. Further increases are scheduled to 11.5 percent (H . R_ 5710) or 11 .8 percent (H. R . 12080) in 1987.
Source : Social Security Administration.

Finally, Stage III would be reache d
when :
, , , thanks in large measure to the
wide spread of social insurance, ther e
was general acceptance of the doctrine
of public assurance, without a mean s
test, of a minimum income fo r all.
The evolution Professor Burns ha s
described is certainly not immutable .
While it is not an exact description of th e
growth of social security in the Unite d
States, her outline does indicate possible
directions of change . The present study
is mainly concerned with the question o f
alternatives to following such stage s
further in the United States .
The changes in social security considered by Congress in 1967 involved a
. . . the initial form in which social
multitude of issues of benefit levels fo r
insurance bore everywhere the imprint
- various groups, changes in the maximu m
of its private insurance analogy . Benetaxable income base, changes in the max fits were closely related to contribumum earnings limit for retirement bene tions; equity, rather than adequacy,
which scarcely came into question, _,_fits, and so forth . No attempt is made
-was emphasized ; coverage was limited
here to examine all of these issues, or t o
to the best ;risks with sizable prevideal with unemployment insurance or
ous employment records ; and the costs
direct public, welfare programs ( such, as
were assessed solely on the potential
general old age assistance, aid to debeneficiaries and their employers .
Stage II she described as character- pendent children, and aid to the blind )
covered in proposed social security
ized by :
amendments .
. . . almost irresistible pressures t o
Rather, the focus of the study 'is o n
extend coverage — to additional perquestions of long-term financing o f
;sons and additional risks — and these
extensions would in turn modify the
OASDI programs . Limits on payroll tax principles and policies governing eligiation are considered, and alternativ e
bility, benefits, and methods of financ financing policies fo>< the future are exing. As the poorer and more irregularly
amined.
employed were brought into the systern, the strict relationship between
In summary form the answers sug benefits and earnings would become
Bested to the major questions hued
evermore untenable because of the ne ;above are as follows :
vessity to insure a meaningful benefit
to covered workers with low earnings .
(1) The future tax burden for the
[The latter part of Stage II would be
aged. The most recent population pro marked by consideration of] . . . the
jections indicate that the ratio of people
desirability of a contribution from the
aged 65 and over will remain nearly a
general revenues . . .
3 . Canadian Tax Journal, July-August 1966, IT. 326. 336 . Professor Burns had originally set out these stages i n

include the following : Do recent increases in social security benefits call for
a substantial change in the present income tax treatment of the aged? Is it
likely that the expansion of social insurante will endanger the growth of private
pension plans rnd private provision for
old age through other means? How are
OASDI programs to be related to direct
welfare programs?
_
Professor Eveline Burns of Columbia
University, in a recent article entitled,
."Social Security In Evolution : Toward
What? " has distinguished three stages in
,the evolution of social insurance in most
western countries.' The, first , she described as follows :

a paper, "Social Insurance in Evolution," American Economic Review Supplement,

1944), pp, 199 .211,

, 34, No . 2, (March
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-: - - - constant proportion (about 18 percent )
of the population aged 20 to 64 throug h
1985. Thus the burden on the workin g
population will depend primarily on th e
extent to which retirement and other
benefits to the aged are increased in relation to average wages and salaries .
Unlike some other countries, the Unite d
'States is not currently in the position of
having to shoulder an increasing tax burbecause of a substantial rise in the
proportion of the aged to -the workin g
population.
(2) Is the burden of taking care o f
the aged likely to strain the limits of the
payroll taxP Has the payroll tax abou t
reached the upper limit to, which it can
be pushedP
While the proportion of the aged t o
the working population will not change
substantially in the next few decades, i t
is likely that Congress will endeavor to
liberalize benefits further. Increased
benefits could mean increases in payrol l
'.taxes in excess of those already scheduled. Besides raising tax burdens, suc h
`changes might well limit provision fo r
old age and disability through privat e
alternatives .
Under existing law the combined em ployer and employee tax rate is scheduled to reach 9.8 percent of taxable
wages up to $6,600 in 1969, and under
the bill currently pending in Congres s
'(H. R. 12080) the rate would reach 9.6
percent of $7,600. The scheduled rate i n
H. R . 12080 will exceed 11 percent of tax= able wages by 1973. The maximum ta x
_ -on an employee in 1968 would be in creased from $290.40 under present law
to $334.40 under H. R. 12080. The maximum combined tax on employer an d
employee would increase from $580.80
to $668.80.
These are heavy taxes on an income of
10

$6,600 or even $7,600. By way of comparison, a family with two children an d
an income of $5,000 in 1'67 would pay a
Federal income tax of $290 (assuming
standard deductions) . If this family ha d
more than one wage earner, its direct
payrolltaxes would exceed its 'income
tax.
The employee also bears some part o f
the employer's portion of the tax whethe r
the tax is assumed to be shifted forwar d
in the prices of goods and services or t o
be shifted backward in the form of lowe r
money wages. (It is also possible tha t
some portion of the tax falls on :profit s
and other non-wage income . )
Moreover, a combined payroll ta x
even at the current level (8.8 percent of
taxable wages in 1967 and 1968) is likely
'to have significant effects on business
decisions on investment in capital equip ment, and on the hiring of unskille d
workers. 'I'his tax on labor may intensif y
problems of unemployment or, partia l
unemployment among those ;group s
whose unemployment rate is alread y
high.
The level of the payroll tax may be
limited by another type of consideration .
It would not be reasonable, in the vie w
of many people, to levy social securit y
payroll taxes at a rate in excess of wha t
benefits of a similar nature would cost
if the employee were able to provid e
them through private forms of `savin g
and insurance.
The payroll tax has risen to such a
level that if a young worker today, wit h
:earnings at least equal to the maximu m
taxable base, computed the total of hi s
expected payroll taxes plus interest ove r
his lifetime, the value of his "contributions" would in many cases substantiall y
exceed the discounted value of his expected benefits.

While experts differ in their views of cent of the next $290 of average monthl y
. , .how these calculations should be made , covered wages, plus, 21 .4 _percent of . the
such comparisons suggest a definite kind remainder ,
of limit to payroll taxes . Young workers
In addition, the provisions for miniwho begin to find themselves in thi s mum amounts of monthly benefits giv e
situation can be expected to offer mor e the system a strong emphasis on social
and more objection to increased payrol l adequacy. The pressure to go further in
taxes.
this direction was illustrated by the 196 7
A general economic question is als o proposal of the Administration to raise
involved . It concerns allocating to social the minimum old age retirement benefit
insurance, through payroll taxes, re - from $44 per month to $70 per month .
.sources that would have more valu e Such an increase would have been alin the purchase of private insurance an d most exclusively based on the concept o f
social adequacy. In fact, the Ways and
pensions.
Means Committee modified this propos The significance of such a limitation
al to provide a minimum benefit of $5 0
may be disputed by those who point out
per month, at least partly on the grounds
that the insurance analogy is a very loos e
that an increase in the minimum to $7 0
•one and the objective of "social adewould be too great a departure from th e
quacy" is more important. This leads t o
.principle of, a wage-related, contributor y
the third major question dealt with -in
system.
this study
In short, while we have not entirel y
(3) Have we substantially abandone d
abandoned the contributory principl e
the contributory principle in (aver of a
in that benefits and administrative cost s
"social adequacy" concept in OASDI
in the aggregate are paid for throug h
programs?
payroll taxes, the financing of these pro From the beginning, the old age and grams has, in the course of time, put les s
:survivors insurance program was a mixed emphasis on the relation between th e
system aimed in part at relating contri- individual's contributions and the bone butions to benefits ("individual equity" ) fits he will receive.
and in part at making benefits "ade(4) What are the alternatives in at quate" in terms of rough standards of
tempting to resolve the conflicts betwee n
minimum consumption levels . These two
"social adequacy" and the strains of in concepts of "social adequacy" and "indi vidual equity" are generally conflicting, creasing payroll taxation?
because very low income groups caimot
Recent debates and pressures for
be expected to pay a full "price" for th e change suggest various courses of action
__benefits provided under social security . in OASDI financing . Although the folThe old age benefit structure, more - lowing by no means exhaust the possiover, is heavily weighted in favor o f bilities, four major alternatives are exthose with low earnings records . The old amined :
(a) Continue approximately the presage retirement benefit ("primary insurance amount " ) in 1966 amounted to ent balance between the objectives o f
62,97 percent of the first $110 of averag e social adequacy and individual equity ,
monthly covered wages, ., plus 22.9 per(b) Provide a general revenue con .
T`

11,

'j

_, .

:tribution to OASDI . trust funds with a
probable increase in the emphasis :given
to social adequacy. '
(c) Modify the payroll tax by substantially increasing the maximum taxable wages or by introducing an exemplion to reduce the burden onlow-income
groups.
(d) Separate the benefits schedule
into two portions, one of which would
be closely related to contributions on an
individuaL equity basis, and a second
which would explicitly be based on adequacy considerations and be financed
separately by general revenues.
`-The choice among these alternatives
depends in part on value judgments concerning the relative importance of the
objectives involved . ' However; technical
and economic issues are also involve d
-chiefsu of `both kinds are, in'
brief as follows :
(a) Maintaining the present system,
Through a long political process the
United States has developed a social in .
surance system that provides a working
balance between the objectives of adequacy and individual equity, This bal .
. :ante is being. strained : as the payroll tax
burden grows . Some view this "strain"
: , ,as a useful restraint on excessive ;expenditures for benefits .
On a more technical level, the present
system of payroll tax financing contains
an important fiscal control device . The
system requires the levying of additional
payroll taxes at the same time that increased benefit levels are adopted, and
-the taxes are set so as to meet expected
benefits and administrative costs over a
long period, This is a device that is often
absent in the Federal government's geneml budget, although similar procedures
have been proposed for administrative
budget programs .
12

Until recently, however, the payrol l
tax was relatively low . The increase in
benefits may have seemed of more sign ficance to the public generally than th e
increase. in taxes . . .
The attitude toward payroll taxes
' °could change markedly . At current and
prospective payroll tax levels the conflic t
between the objectives of "more ade quate" benefits and "individual equity "
is becoming more evident . "Benefits
'might be held to levels that can be fi =Danced at present taxrates . If not, problems in present financing,methodswill .
demand more attention .
(b) providing a general revenue con .tribution. Many who argue for, a general
',revenue contribution do so because the y
want a large increase in social securit y
benefits. They see such a contribution a s
a means of raising benefits to more "ade,quate" levels in relation to . minim m '
u,
family budget standards .
Moreover, it is argued that not only i s
the payroll tax high, but that ,this is a
poor way to finance increases in benefits .
If the OASDI system is to become an in.strument for preventing or removin g
poverty, it would hardly be fair to do so
with a payroll tax that reaches its maxi mum at $6,600 or $7,600 . An increase d
emphasis on social adequacy woul d
more logically be achieved through taxes
based on "abi_ -' y to pay ."
Historically, another argument ha s
been used for a general revenue contri button . It is that in the transitional stag e
to a "mature" social insurance system,
most people become eligible for benefits
even though they have not "contributed "
anything like the full cost of those bene fits. Until most workers have contribute d
during a full working lifetime at rate s
commensurate with the benefits the y
will receive, there is a large windfall ac- .

=

r.

cruing to current beneficiaries . This
windfall, it is argued, constitutes an "unfunded liability the burden of whic h
"should be borne by all taxpayers through
general revenues rather than throug h
the payroll tax alone . Use of the payroll
tax is largely justified by the relation between an individual's contributions an d
his benefits, so that the "redistribution"
in favor of current beneficiaries receiving windfalls,should be met.by'a.general,:. ;
levy,

sis on social adequacy . Benefits would
go up for those earning as much or mor e
than the maximum ' taxable wage ., but
not in proportion to the increase ; in
wages or payroll taxes .
Such an alternative would depart further from the contributory, or , ``individual equity,"basis of financing .
(d) . Separating the, benefit schedule
and its financing into, two portions . The
conflict between the objectives of socia l
;adequacy and individual equity suggest s
the alternative of separating the major
,,elements in OASDI programs designe d
to meet these different objectives ; one
which would emphasize "insurance" elements, and another which would empha .
size welfare or adequacy elements ,

A general revenue contribution to
OASDI trust funds could be fitted int o
';the same type of fiscal control procedure
now used. For example, any propose d
increased ;levy for social security coul d
require an increase in income taxes earmarked for OASDI trust funds. Even
In the broadest terms, the "welfare"
with such a procedure, benefits migh t
increase faster than 1sith exclusive reli - 'element consists of that part of benefit s
:ance on the payroll tax both because in - which is, determined primarily on the
come tax revenues are more responsive :,basis of adequacy—in particular, th e
,to ' economic growth and because Con- minimum benefits which bear no rela gress might be more ready to use an in - -tion to average covered wages of the
come tax levy than a payroll tax,increase , beneficiary except that covered wages
must be very low. The "insurance" eletoraise the benefit schedule .
ment consists of that part of benefits
,(c) Modifying the payroll tax . A which is, or can be, related to averag e
closely related proposal is to modify th e covered wages. Such a separation woul d
payroll tax to make it more like an in - involve a substantial revision of the bencome tax : to allow personal exemption s efit structure 'and would raise man y
and to increase substantially the maxi - problems of defining an appropriate remum wage base, Such changes woul d lation between benefits and the ' ind i
relate the tax burden more closely t o vidual's contributions .
" ability to pay." There would be a conSome countries have developed socia l
siderable increase in the extent of redistribution by income: class through socia l security systems which attempt to distinguish more clearly between contribusecurity.
tory social insurance programs and othe r
A higher maximum wage base woul d forms of social security . Canada, for exalso mean increased benefits . Under the ample, now has a two-tier system conpresent benefit structure, which is heav- sisting of a universal old age pension ,
ily weighted in favor of those with lo w financed by - a surcharge on the individearnings records, a higher maximum ta x ual income tax, the corporation income
base would serve to increase the empha- tax, and the Federal sales tax ; plus a con13

-=

:

save for old age or to purchase insurance . However, if social security taxe s
continue to rise, the ability of people t o
save in other ways may be limited . Social security would not serve its essen- tial purpose if it encroached on indiidual savings in private insurance, in- ,
; vestment in homeownership, stocks and
A separation of insurance elements
bonds, and in private pensions . 'Public
implies a greater reliance on the benefit policies should not discourage ;' Private
principle of taxation . The economic ar- provision for old age .
gument here is as `follows: where the
However the arguments may be ar benefits of public expenditures go to specific groups of individuals, and where 'rayed on the question of compulsor y
taxes for the support of these expendi- saving for old age, at least a minimum o f
lures can be effectively levied on these such compulsion is accepted in mos t
same groups, the public will on the western countries . Acceptance of suc h
whole be better off than if these expendi- compulsion seems to be a part of the detares were ;financed. out of general rev- cline of dependence on the,family,as :an
old age security system .
enuev.
Certain limitations of private provi Isolating an insurance element in social security raises questions of whether sion for old `age continue to provide a
,
there are insurable risks that are unlikely ".justification for a governmental system
to be met by'private enterprise and pri- Even though an employee might not
vate saving, and for which compulsory choose to save toward his old age, some
coverage by a . governmental system may portion of the cost of a minimum old ag e
pension has come to be regarded as a
be.'ustified,
necessary part of the cost of production
From the beginning of the social seof goods and services .
curity system, compulsory provision for
old age has been justified in part by the
Our social insurance system compels
;argument that without such provision nearly every employer as well as his em ~many of the aged would become public ployee to contribute to OASDI, The ern charges . This argument still has rele- ployee remains covered and, in a sense ,
vance in a period of growing incomes receives credit for his and his employer' s
and substantially full employment, contribution no matter how often he
though perhaps less than in the 1930's . changes jobs . These features of quick
As family income increases, provision for "vesting" of pension and insurance rights
- their own retirement becomes one of the and of "portability" are seldom provided
services that more and more people want for all employees under existing private
pensions,
to buy.
tributory "Canada Pension Plan" financed by payroll taxes much more
closely related to benefits than in the
United States . Each part of the system
is financed through a separate trust fund .
Thus a "fiscal control" element is :present
in:both parts of the system .

Forcing people to save through socia l
insurance may appear to be an undu e
interference with individual choice .
As yet there is no evidence of payrol l
taxes checking people's willingness to
14

This difference between private an d
"social" systems is due in part to the fac t
that the building up of investment re serves is the essential means by whic h
private pension plans ensure that fund s

:-

}

r

1

-

will be available for pensions when covered employees retire . A social insuranc e
system with nearly universal coverage
does not need this device to ensure payment. The governmen t's promise to pay ,
although not in the form of a contract ,
is sufficient for most people, and it i s
backed primarily by the power to tax
rather than by a reserve fund . For thi s
and other reasons, Congress has, in effect, accepted a virtual pay-as-you-go
system with only limited reserves= fo r
contingency purposes .
A pay-as-you-go social insurance system is a current taxing process to mee t
;current benefit payments and expenses.
This process may have little effect on th e
-national rate of saving and investment ;
if anything, the effect is to reduce the
rate of national saving because thos e
who currently pay taxes are generall y
net savers, while beneficiaries generall y
are dissaving . Private pension funds, on
the other hand, according to recent stud ies, have a substantial effect in increasing
the national rate of saving . This consideration would become important if social insurance were provided on such a
scale as to check the growth of privat e
Tension funds or private saving in othe r
forms.
A separation of "welfare" and "insurance" elements in OASDI program s
would be difficult to accomplish . It
would involve complex problems of relating benefits to contributions ; some
value judgments on the relative importance of the objectives of "social welfare "
and "individual equity" ; and basic economic and political decisions in drawin g
an appropriate line between social an d
private insurance .
In conclusion, the study suggests tha t
a separation of "welfare" and "insunince"

elements in OASDI programs woul d
represent a most radical revision in
existing financing principles . It would
mean a departure from the principle o f
"self-support" through exclusive relianc e
on payroll taxes, and from the fiscal con trol element that goes with this principle .
Moreover, the strict application of the
"individual equity" principle to the insurance element in a compulsory socia l
insurance system with nearly universa l
coverage is of dubious practicality .
A general revenue contribution, how
ever set up or rationalized, is likely to
remove the necessity for relating the ta x
levy directly to the benefits to be financed. Moreover, if a general revenue
contribution came in substantial par t
from the corporation income tax, rather
,than 'from the individual income tax ,
there would be little improvement, in
equity, and, hence no justification,' for.
`such shift .
Modification of the payroll tax, eithe r
by introducing an exemption, or substan tially raising the maximum tax base, o r
both, would retain the fiscal control features of the present system, but would
shift a large part of the tax burden t o
middle and upper income groups, wh o
would benefit least from such a revision .
The contributory justification of payrol l
tax financing would be weakened . In addition, substantially raising the maxi mum tax base, and thereby benefits a s
well, would narrow the possibilities for
growth in private pension plans .
Maintaining approximately the existing balance between "social adequacy "
and "individual equity" would, with rising payroll taxes, emphasize the fisca l
control feature, and also retain th e
wage-related, contributory feature in it s
present form.
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Expansion of ;Social insurance Fuu e
dos s, and Lir~:ias to Pa ;roll Taxation
Governmental policies toward the "'fixed hoc rate and ceiling on the tax
aged took a sharp turn in the mid-19301 fase) . Since that date, the maximum tax
with ,lbe adoption of the essential basis ' has increased very substantially in co n
of the present social security system . : :~'stant dollars, and much more than th e
This history of social security has been ~average, maximum, and minimum
~'~ ;told and analyzed in,a voluminous liter- 'inonthly benefits ( Chart 1) . :
'ature. 1 For the purpose of the present
No substantial change in coverage wa s
only
a
few
of
the
major
changes
study,
made until 1951 'when self-employe d
.
How,early
history
need
be
noted
'in the,
(except farmers and professional peo .
- :ever,-some substantial changes in the ple) were included along with certai n
past two decades need more emphasis , other groups . ' Other changes
!~a~ . o~ey~have :so-far, . received .
are shown in .Table 3.

cove"

In 1955 coverage was substantiall y
broadened to include farmers, most professional, self-employed people, and
The Social Security Act of .1935 em- state and local government employee s
..
;bodied a program for old age retirement I on an elective basis) whether or no t
benefits supported by payroll taxes lev- they were covered by state and local re ..Jed in equal amounts on the employer tirement systems . At the same time, the
.and employee in industry and com- :m aximum lax base was raised to $4,200 ,
'
merce..2 Benefits for dependents and sur By 1966 the combined employer-em vivors were added in 1939 .
ployee rate was up to 8 .4 percent and
The initial maximum wage base, the maximum tax base was $6,600 . The
which remained unchanged until 1951, 1906 tax increase was the largest in was $3,000 . The initial tax rate was one crease in the history of the Act ,
percent on the employer and one percen t
Over the first 20 years of operation ,
.on the employee . This rate remained unthe assets of the trust hands accumulate d
changed until 1950 (Table 2) .
f
to $23 billion, and thereafter fell of
In constant dollars, the maximum tax somewhat (Chart 2), ' The trust fund as .
payable fell until 1950 (because of the sets are expected to increase substan'Growth of Soc>ta ;:lna;&rqnce
la the U. S.

(Washington, D
1 . U . S, De p artment of Health Education, and Welfare, Basic Readinis in Social Security
oc
1960), a bIbIlof,?h
No, 20, The Socia
C l
I aX,, of basic references, See also Tax Foundationesearch Bibli?rtkphy
at Security Tax, pp . 9Payro
and Research Publication No . 5, Economic Aspects of the
20 .
2, The social security Act covered a wide range of programs In addition to old age insurance, The variou s
public assistance programs and unemployment insurance are not examined In this study .
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tially again in the future under presen t
law. The rate of growth, however, is
likely to be smaller than the rate in the
years prier to 1956.
The most significant change in the
system since 1956 was the addition m
i
1966 of health insurance for those aged
'65 and, over . Health insurance (popularly known as medicare) is a two-part
-program, one of which, the "basic" program, is compulsory and financed by a
separate portion of the tax rate amounti.ng in 1967 and 1968 to 0.5 percent for
the employee (and also for the employer
and self-employed) . The basic program
;provides certain inpatient hospital services, posthospital home health visits,

posthospital extended care facility services (i.e. skilled nursing homes), an d
outpatient diagnostic services . The second part of the program is a Supplemen tary Medical Insurance Plan which cov ers the major part of the doctors' bills
and certain other services for those 6 5
and over . This portion cf the program is
financed jointly by monthly contributions of persons who elect to participate . .
and by a contributlon .from general, ;government revenues.
The addition of health insurance was
not only a major departure in the kind
of risks covered, but also was the firs t
use of a voluntary type program and of a
continuing general revenue contribution .

Table 2
Maximum Tax Base, Combined Tax Rate, and Maximum Ta x
on Employer and Employee for 0ASOHl a 1937-1967 Actual ,
1968 . 1987 As Scheduled in Social Security Amendments of 196 5

Year

1937-1949
1950
1951-1953
: 1954
1955.1956
1957-1958
1959
1960.1961
1962
1963.1965
1966
1967. 1986
1969-1972
1973.1975
1976.1979
1980.1986
1987 and after

Maximu m
Taxable
Base

$3,000
3,000
3,600
3,600
4,200
4,200
4,800
4,800
4,800
4,800
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600
6,600

Tax
Rate
Combinedb

Maximum Tax
Combine d
Employer•
Employee
Employees
only@

2.0%
3.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
6;25
7.25
8.4
8.8
9.8
10.8
10.9
1111
11.3

$ 60
90
108
144
168
189
240
288
300
348
554
581
647
713
719
733
746

$ 30
45
54
72
.8 4
95
12 0
14 4
15 0
174
277
290
32 3
356
360
36 6
373

a . Old Age, Survivors, Disability, and Hospital Insurance . Disability not included until 1956 hospita l
Insurance, not until 1966 .
b . beginning in 1951, the self-employed covered by the system were subject to a rate equal to thre e
quarters of the combined rate on employer and employee .
c, Rounded to nearest dollar.
Source ; social security Administration .
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